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- Banking and finance
- Commercial, corporate and M&A
- Dispute resolution
- Tax

Top Tier Law Firm in 4 practice areas for the LEGAL 500

The Legal 500 recommends our law firm as a TOP Tier firm in 4 practice areas!! We are
thrilled for once more being top-rated by the world’s guide to the best law firms and
top lawyers, for providing “very reliable, efficient and accessible” services.
Our Firm is recommended as a TOP-TIER FIRM in Cyprus in Banking & Finance,
Commercial, Corporate and M&A, Dispute Resolution, and Tax, and is also newly
ranked in Real Estate and Construction.
The excellent rankings reflect our firm’s ability to efficiently handle multi-jurisdictional
projects and a wide range of corporate, banking and tax litigation and complex crossborder deals and disputes. Our team is praised for a “solution-driven approach” and
for being “very professional and attentive”.
The whole of our team’s knowledge and support has been invaluable to this great
achievement. A great thank you also to our extended network of associates worldwide
for their extraordinary comments and their loyalty throughout the process.
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Outstanding lawyers in Europe, Middle East & Africa
Our “outstanding” Senior and Managing Partner, Mr Stavros
Pavlou, has been listed in the “Elite Leading Lawyers” list in the
Dispute Resolution and Tax areas, along with Mrs Lia Iordanou
Theodoulou, who is “very professional” in the Banking &
Finance area. Mr Pavlou is praised for being “very passionate
about what he does and how he does it”, for his “very deep
knowledge of the law”, and for achieving “great results on
complex matters quickly”. He is also a recommended primary
contact in Corporate, Commercial and M&A, and Banking and
Finance.
Mrs Theodoulou is also highly recommended in Corporate, Commercial and M&A for
her ability to lead large international mergers and acquisitions projects,
reorganisations and liquidations. The Legal 500 further highly recommends Mr
Chrysostomos Nicolaou in the Dispute Resolution area for being an “experienced
litigator” and Mrs Stella Strati, who is a primary contact for Corporate, Commercial
and M&A, Banking and Finance and Tax, for “always going the extra mile”!
The huge success of our firm is therefore driven by exceptional heads of
departments, with great knowledge and expertise and unwavering support by our
excellent teams. It is with no doubt that the results will continue to be exceptional
and our team will continue providing top tier legal services with persistent
commitment to excellence!
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